DataverseLink
Portal Solution
What is DataverseLink?

DataverseLink is a portal solution running on Microsoft Azure which helps you to build interactive portals for your internal or external stakeholders to let them connect to your own database.

Dataverse is the underlying database of Dynamics 365 Sales or Customer Service which allow you to build any Power App Model-Driven applications.

- Configuration via Dataverse
- Running on Azure Cloud
- Easy to configure
- Mimick Dataverse entity metadata
How it Works?
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→ Three main components of any customer portal:

- Navigations
- Pages
- Widgets

→ Any customer can have ‘N’ number of portals as per the business need.

→ Portal Roles allows to define the portal access rights to users.

→ As per the pre-defined role, users can only access the pages available for them.
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